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ABSTRACT

We report on a discovery of an X-ray emitting circumstellar material knot inside the synchrotron

dominant supernova remnant (SNR) RX J1713.7-3946. This knot was previously thought to be a

Wolf-Rayet star (WR 85), but we realized that it is in fact ∼40′′ away from WR 85, indicating

no relation to WR 85. We performed high-resolution X-ray spectroscopy with the Reflection Grating

Spectrometer (RGS) on board XMM-Newton. The RGS spectrum clearly resolves a number of emission

lines, such as N Lyα, O Lyα, Fe XVIII, Ne X, Mg XI, and Si XIII. The spectrum can be well

represented by an absorbed thermal emission model with a temperature of kBTe = 0.65±0.02 keV. The

elemental abundances are obtained to be N/H = 3.5 ± 0.8(N/H)�, O/H = 0.5 ± 0.1(O/H)�, Ne/H =

0.9±0.1(Ne/H)�, Mg/H = 1.0±0.1(Mg/H)�, Si/H = 1.0±0.2(Si/H)�, and Fe/H = 1.3±0.1(Fe/H)�.

The enhanced N abundance with others being about the solar values allows us to infer that this knot is

circumstellar material ejected when the progenitor star evolved into a red supergiant. The abundance

ratio of N to O is obtained to be N/O = 6.8+2.5
−2.1 (N/O)�. By comparing this to those in outer layers

of red supergiant stars expected from stellar evolution simulations, we estimate the initial mass of the

progenitor star to be 15 M� . M . 20 M�.

Keywords: ISM: individual objects(RX J1713.7-3946), ISM: supernova remnants, supernovae: general,

X-rays: general

1. INTRODUCTION

RX J1713.7-3946 is a shell-type supernova remnant

(SNR) discovered by the ROSAT All-Sky Survey (Pfef-

fermann & Aschenbach 1996). Its angular diameter is

about 1◦, and the distance to the remnant is estimated

to be ∼1 kpc based on radio and optical observations

(e.g., Fukui et al. 2003, 2012; Leike et al. 2020). X-ray

measurements of the expansion velocity suggest that this

SNR is 1,580-2,800 years old (Tsuji & Uchiyama 2016;

Acero et al. 2017a). This age, combined with its loca-

tion, led to a possible relation to SN 393 recorded in

Chinese history books (Wang et al. 1997).

This SNR can be seen in wide-band wavelengths from

radio (Slane et al. 1999; Ellison et al. 2001; Lazendic

et al. 2004; Sano et al. 2020) to very-high-energy gamma

rays (Muraishi et al. 2000; Enomoto et al. 2002; Aharo-

nian et al. 2004, 2006, 2007; Abdo et al. 2011; H. E. S. S.

Collaboration et al. 2018). In the X-ray, synchrotron ra-

diation from relativistic electrons is very strong, while

thermal radiation is extremely weak (Koyama et al.

1997; Slane et al. 1999; Uchiyama et al. 2003; Cassam-

Chenäı et al. 2004; Tanaka et al. 2008; Acero et al. 2009;

Higurashi et al. 2020; Tanaka et al. 2020). Therefore,

this SNR is thought to be one of the most important

objects to study particle acceleration in SNRs.

A neutron star, 1WGA J1713.4-3939, is reported at

the location close to the geometric center of the SNR. Its

surface temperature, radius, and luminosity obtained by

X-ray spectral analysis are similar to those of the Cen-

tral Compact Objects (CCO), a subclass of young neu-

tron stars. Also, the hydrogen column density matches

that for the SNR. These facts strongly suggest that it is
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the CCO of SNR RX J1713.7-3946, and that this SNR

results from a core-collapsed SN (Cassam-Chenäı et al.

2004).

The progenitor star of the SNR has been inferred by

several methods. By assuming that the SNR shell has

the same size as the cavity created by the stellar wind,

Cassam-Chenäı et al. (2004) estimated the initial mass

of the progenitor star to be 12-16 M�. Recently, thermal

X-ray emission originating from SN ejecta was found at

the center of the SNR (Katsuda et al. 2015). The X-ray

measured chemical abundances, combined with those

expected from SN nucleosynthesis models, allowed for

estimating an initial mass of the progenitor star to be

. 20 M�. With this initial mass, Type IIP SN is feasi-

ble. However, the velocity of explosive ejecta expected

with Type IIP SN
(
3,000-4,000 km s−1

)
is significantly

less than the observed mean velocity of ∼ 5,900 km s−1.

Rather, the mean velocity is closer to the expansion

speed for Type Ib/c SN. To resolve this contradictory

result, Katsuda et al. (2015) proposed that the progeni-

tor star is a close binary with an initial mass of . 20 M�,

in which binary interactions removed a massive H enve-

lope.

The purpose of this study is to constrain the initial

mass of the progenitor star of SNR RX J1713.7-3946.

It is known that chemical abundances and velocity of

the circumstellar material (CSM) depends on the ini-

tial mass of a progenitor star (e.g., Chiba et al. 2020).

Therefore, it is possible to estimate the initial mass by

precisely measuring these parameter from precise spec-

troscopic analysis of thermal X-rays emitted from the

CSM. The paper proceeds with section 2 describing the

observations and data reduction, section 3 analysis and

results, section 4 providing some discussion, and ends

with the summary.

2. OBSERVATION AND DATA REDUCTION

From 2017 to 2018, we (PI: F. Acero) performed a

large observation campaign of RX J1713.7-3946 with

XMM-Newton, aiming at a deep X-ray observation of

the entire SNR. The angular size of RX J1713.7-3946 is

so large, a radius of ∼30′, that 10 pointings are required

to cover the entire remnant. All the raw data have been

reduced with the XMM-Newton SAS v16.1.0.

Using all the XMM-Newton/MOS data, we created a

false colored image (0.2–4.5 keV) as shown in Figure

1. This figure shows that most of the part is domi-

nated by high energy X-rays (2.0–4.5 keV), whereas a

knotty feature in the east of the SNR center is enhanced

in low-energy X-rays, and is readily distinguished from

the other regions. This structure was previously associ-

ated as a Wolf-Rayet star, WR 85, when it was found by
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Figure 1. X-ray false color image of RX J1713.7-3946 ob-
served by XMM-Newton MOS and pn. Red, green and blue
represent 0.2-1.0 keV, 1.0-2.0 keV, and 2.0-4.5 keV energy
band, respectively.

ROSAT observations (Pfeffermann & Aschenbach 1996).

However, our observations with XMM-Newton/MOS,

which has a higher angular resolution, revealed that the

knot is offset from WR 85 by ∼ 33′′, which is much

larger than the pointing accuracy of XMM-Newton (less

than 1′′ in root mean square: Kirsch et al. 2004). In ad-

dition, it turned out to be a diffuse source, which will be

proved in the following analysis. Therefore, as tested in

detail in the following sections, we considered that the

knot is not WR 85 itself.

In this paper, we focus on this peculiar knot, here-

after K1. Fortunately, it is located near the on-axis po-
sition of one pointing taken on 2017 August 30 (Obs.ID

0804300801), providing us with data from the Reflection

Grating Spectrometer (RGS). Thus, we use the RGS as

a primary instrument. In general, the RGS is not useful

for diffuse sources like SNRs, because it does not have

a slit. However, if the angular size of the target is small

enough (less than a few arcmin) and is brighter than

its surroundings, it is possible to obtain high-resolution

spectra from the RGS. The diameter of our target is

small enough (0.8′) to obtain a high-resolution spec-

trum with the RGS. We also analyze data obtained with

the MOS to support the RGS analysis and obtain ad-

ditional information. Fortunately, the data are almost

free from background flares due to solar soft protons.

We did not have to exclude bad time periods for the

RGS, whereas we excluded short time periods for the

European Photon Imaging Camera (EPIC) Metal Ox-
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ide Semi-conductor (MOS). The resultant effective ex-

posure times are 46.7 ks/46.7 ks and 44.6 ks/44.4 ks for

the RGS1/2 and MOS1/2, respectively.

3. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

To reveal the nature of K1, we investigate its detailed

morphology and measure its chemical abundances.

3.1. Morphological Analysis of K1

As can be seen in Figure 2, K1 seems to be a diffuse

source, and have an elliptic shape with head (west) and

tail (east) features. We quantitatively investigate the

morphology as follows.

1. Make an image of K1 in the energy band of 0.45-

5.0 keV using XMM-Newton/MOS. Determine the

center of K1 where the brightest pixel exists.

2. Divide K1 in the east and west with respect to the

center of K1. The division line is taken to be per-

pendicular to the line connecting the central com-

pact object (1WGA J1713.4-3939) and the center

of K1.

3. Calculate surface brightnesses (photons per pixel)

in concentric annuli with increasing radii of 8′′ in

the east and west sides, respectively, and obtain

brightnesses as a function of angular distance from

the center of K1.

4. Compare the brightness profile in the east and

west parts with the Point Spread Function (PSF)

of the MOS. The PSF was generated at the en-

ergy of 1 keV and at the position of K1 using the

XMM-Newton SAS psfgen tool.

The results are shown in Figure 3. The number of counts

in each region are shown in Table 1. It is clear that X-ray

emission in both east and west extend larger than the

PSF. In addition, the east part shows a slower decline

outward than the west, supporting the head- and tail-

like structures along the west-east direction.

To quantitatively measure the direction of K1’s elon-

gation, we fitted the edge of K1 with an ellipse. The

edges were defined by intensity contours of K1 at various

signal-to-ratios ranging from 2–10. The best-fit major

axes are shown as solid lines in Figure 4. The green,

blue, and red lines represent results from contour levels

with signal-to-noise ratios of 2, 5, and 8, respectively.

The blue dashed lines represent the 1σ statistical uncer-

tainty on the case with the signal-to-noise ratio of 5. It

is clear that the major axis points to the SNR center.

N

E

Figure 2. Analysis area of azimuthal distribution of K1.
The extraction region overlaid on the XMM-Newton/MOS
image in the energy band of 0.45-5.0 keV.
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Figure 3. The number of photons per unit pixel in each
azimuthal direction of K1. The number of counts in each re-
gion are shown in Table 1. The green dashed line represent
the PSF at the position of K1, while blue and orange line
represent observation result of east and west region respec-
tively. The values was normalized to the number of photons
per pixel at the innermost region. The error bars represent
1σ statistical error.

3.2. Spectral Analysis

We analyze X-ray spectra obtained by the RGS and

the MOS simultaneously.

Source and background extraction regions are shown

in Figure 5. For RGS analyses, we extracted the 1st-

order RGS spectra from the area of 1.1′ wide cen-

tered on K1. Note that we use a different observation

data (Obs.ID: 0605160101, Exposure: 66.2 ks/66.4 ks for

MOS1/2 respectively.), aiming at a low-mass X-ray bi-

nary, 1RXS J171824.2-40293, to subtract the non X-

ray background (NXB). Since K1 is diffuse, we con-
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Table 1. Number of counts used in morphological analysis

Distance from the brightest point of K1 Counts in east region Counts in west region

0′′ − 8′′ 825 843

8′′ − 16′′ 1219 844

16′′ − 24′′ 960 464

24′′ − 32′′ 700 445

32′′ − 40′′ 547 414

40′′ − 48′′ 405 349

SNR Center

CCO

Figure 4. The ellipse fitting result of K1. The green, blue
and red lines represent the results from signal to noise ratio of
2, 5, and 8, respectively. The solid line in each color represent
the best-fit. The blue dashed lines represent the direction in
1σ statistical error. The white point represent the nominal
center of the remnant (Tsuji & Uchiyama 2016), and ma-
genta point represent the coordinate of CCO object (Slane
et al. 1999).

volve the response matrix file (RMF) produced by the

SAS tool rgsproc with XMM-Newton/MOS images using

the rgsrmfsmooth tool. In this procedure, we input two

MOS images for K1 and its surrounding emission, both

in energy range of 0.45–2.0 keV. The former and latter

MOS images are modified to focus on K1 and to exclude

K1, respectively. The resultant emission profiles used to

smooth the RMF are shown in Figure 6.

For our MOS analysis, we extracted spectra from a cir-

cular region with a radius of 33′′. The background region

was extracted from the surrounding ring-shaped region

with a radius of 99′′, as shown in Figure 5. The total

number of counts used in spectral analysis are shown in

Table 2.

We present the RGS and MOS background-subtracted

spectra in Figure 7. The RGS spectrum clearly shows

a number of emission lines, such as N Lyα, O Lyα, Fe

XVIII, O Lyβ, Fe XVII, Ne X, Mg XI, Si XIII, for the

first time from K1. Since several emission lines were ob-

served, it is clear that the X-rays emitted from K1 are

thermal emission. We fitted the MOS and RGS spec-

tra simultaneously with a thermal emission model using

XSPEC version 12.9.1 (Arnaud 1996). Specifically, we

adopt an absorbed (TBabs: Wilms et al. 2000), single

temperature plane-parallel shocked plasma model (VP-

SHOCK). We also took into account possible broadening

of the emission line by multiplying a gaussian smoothing

function (gsmooth). The overall expression of thermal

emission model is TBabs× gsmooth× VPSHOCK. This

model implicitly assumes that line widths are linked to

that of the brightest line, in this case O Lyα. VP-

SHOCK model is parameterized by plasma temperature,

elemental abundance, lower and upper limit of ioniza-

tion timescale, redshift, and emission measure. For the

solar abundance ratio, we used Lodders et al. (2009).

It is well known that RX J1713.7-3946 radiates intense

synchrotron X-rays. To explain such a “local X-ray

background”, we add an absorbed (TBabs) power-law

component, which is represented with photon index and

normalization.

In addition, we fitted the spectra with absorbed sin-

gle temperature collisionally-ionized diffuse gas model

(VAPEC). We also consider possible broadening of

the emission line by multiplying gsmooth function.

The overall expression of emission model is TBabs×
gsmooth× VAPEC.

The parameters used for fitting are listed in Table 3 for

VPSHOCK and VAPEC models. The elemental abun-

dances for N, O, Ne, Mg, and Fe, whose bright lines are

evident in our X-ray spectra, are allowed to vary freely.

Each parameter were initially frozen and then thawed

one by one after checking that the previous fit has been

improved by thawing, in order to avoid unrestrained-

and-unphysical solution. In the analysis using the VP-

SHOCK model, the elemental abundances for He, C, S,

Ar, Ca, and Ni also need to be adjusted. However, there

are no significant detection of lines from these elements

in our X-ray spectrum. Therefore, we set the abundance

of He and C as solar abundance. Other elements are

linked to those of the closest element number, namely,

the abundances of S, Ar, and Ca were assumed to be the

same as that of Si, and that of Ni was assumed to be the
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Figure 6. Emission profile which we used to smooth the
RMF. Orange line shows profile which we used to smooth
RMF for local background radiation, while blue line repre-
sent profile which we used to smooth RMF for knot emission.

same as that of Fe, since former elements are produced

in O burning stage, and latter are related to Si burning

stage. Such treatment does not affect the determination

of abundance ratio of N, O, Ne, Mg, Si, and Fe. Other

elements were fixed to the solar values of Lodders et al.

(2009). Details of the treatment are shown in Table 3.

The best-fit results are shown in Table 3 and Figure

7. Since the VPSHOCK model has smaller reduced chi

square value than the VAPEC mode, we used the results

obtained from VPSHOCK model. The hydrogen column

density of NH = 4.4 ± 0.2 × 1021 atoms cm−2 and the

photon index of Γ = 3.0± 0.5 agree with those obtained

at the surrounding regions by past observations (Sano

et al. 2015). The chemical abundances are obtained to

be N/H = 3.5 ± 0.8(N/H)�, O/H = 0.5 ± 0.1(O/H)�,

Ne/H = 0.9 ± 0.1(Ne/H)�, Mg/H = 1.0 ± 0.1(Mg/H)�,

Si/H = 1.0±0.2(Si/H)�, and Fe/H = 1.3±0.1(Fe/H)�.

Because relative abundances among heavy elements are

generally better constrained than absolute abundances

(X/H), we calculate confidence contours between N and

O abundances, as shown in Figure 8. Based on this re-

sult, we estimate the abundance ratio between N and O

to be N/O = 6.8+2.5
−2.1 (N/O)� at 90% confidence level.

After all parameters are well fitted, we fixed all the

parameter except for the redshift, in order to estimate

the Doppler velocity of K1. We also checked that the

Doppler velocity obtained solely with the RGS is con-

sistent with that with both the RGS and the MOS as in

Table 3.

In addition, if we assume that K1 is a sphere of

radius of 33′′, and that the density of electrons and

protons is the same, from emission measure, we ob-

tain the density and mass of K1 as 4.06+0.27
−0.21 cm−3 and

1.72+0.12
−0.09 × 10−3 M�, respectively.

3.3. Time Variability of K1

It is interesting to note that K1 was already detected

in the ROSAT era and was the second brightest source

to be detected after the compact object. Using the

ROSAT/PSPC observation (Tobs=2.7 ks) performed in

1992 and the four XMM-Newton observations (Tobs=11
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Table 2. Number of counts used in spectral anal-
ysis.

Instrument Energy Range Number of Counts

MOS1 0.45-8.0 keV 4.7 × 103

MOS2 0.45-8.0 keV 4.1 × 103

RGS1 0.45-2.0 keV 9.1 × 102

RGS2 0.45-2.0 keV 1.3 × 103

P
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Figure 8. Confidence contour of N and O abundance. The
red, green, and blue line represent 68%, 90% and 99% confi-
dence level, respectively.

ks, 17 ks, 14 ks and 43 ks) that covered this region, we

investigated a possible time variability of the source over

25 years. A common extraction region centered on K1

and of radius 45′′ was used to derive an energy flux in

the common 0.6-2 keV energy band. The same spectral

model (described in Table 3) was used for all observa-

tions and only the normalisation was allowed to vary.

The background was estimated in each observation in an

annulus region surrounding K1 of size 55′′ < R < 200′′.

The background spectrum is then subtracted in the fit-

ting process. While the source region K1 is observed

near the optical axis in 2007 and 2017, it is at the edge

of the field of view in the 2001 and 2004 observations at

an off-axis angle of ∼ 12′. Comparing the flux for these

different observations requires a good calibration of the

vignetting effect at large off-axis angles. The Section

4.5 of the XMM-Newton technical note CAL-TN-0018 1

mentions differences in flux for off axis sources of ∼5%

which we consider as our systematic uncertainty.

The resulting light curve is shown in Figure 9 with

statistical errors only and statistical plus a 5% system-

atic error added in quadrature (only for the 2001 and

2004 data). In order to quantitatively evaluate the time

variability of flux of K1, we fitted a constant flux model

to the light curve without and with systematic errors

and obtained a χ2 of 14.32 and 3.54 respectively for 4

degrees of freedom. This corresponds to a rejection of

the constant flux model at a 2.7σ and 0.7σ level re-

spectively. We conclude that the flux of K1 does not

fluctuate significantly with time and that the slight flux

offset of 2001 and 2004 is likely impacted by systematic

1 https://xmmweb.esac.esa.int/docs/documents/CAL-TN-0018.
pdf

https://xmmweb.esac.esa.int/docs/documents/CAL-TN-0018.pdf
https://xmmweb.esac.esa.int/docs/documents/CAL-TN-0018.pdf
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Table 3. Spectral-fit Parameters

Model Parameter VPSHOCK VAPEC

TBabs (Local background) NH(×1022 atoms cm−2) 0.49+0.08
−0.06 0.49 (Fixed)

power-law Photon index 3.0 ± 0.5 3.0 (Fixed)

(Local background) Norm
(
×10−4 photons keV−1 cm−2 @1keV

)
5.2+1.0
−0.7 5.4 ± 0.8

TBabs (K1) NH(×1022 atoms cm−2) 0.53 ± 0.02 0.86+0.04
−0.05

gsmooth Gaussian sigma at 1 keV (eV) 0.28 ± 0.09+0.57
−0.56

* 0.29+0.09+0.57
−0.08−0.56

*

(K1) Power of energy for sigma variation 0 (Fixed) 0 (Fixed)

Thermal emission Plasma temperature kBTe (keV) 0.65 ± 0.02 0.23+0.02
−0.01

(K1) H/H� 1 (Fixed) 1 (Fixed)

(He (= C)/H) / (He (= C)/H)� 1 (Fixed) 1 (Fixed)

(N/H) / (N/H)� 3.5 ± 0.8 70+71
−30

(O/H) / (O/H)� 0.5 ± 0.1 5.5+20
−3.1

(Ne/H) / (Ne/H)� 0.9 ± 0.1 6.9+21
−3.7

(Mg/H) / (Mg/H)� 1.0 ± 0.1 6.2+21
−3.7

(Al/H) / (Al/H)� - 1 (Fixed)

(Si (= S = Ar = Ca)/H) / (Si (= S = Ar = Ca)/H)� 1.0 ± 0.2 19+62
−8.1

(Fe (= Ni)/H) / (Fe (= Ni)/H)� 1.3 ± 0.1 8.5+43
−1.8

Lower limit on ionization timescale
(
×1011 s cm−3

)
0 (Fixed) -

Upper limit on ionization timescale
(
×1011 s cm−3

)
1.13+0.12

−0.11 -

Redshift
(
km s−1

)
−230+49

−35 −28+25
−46

Emission measure
(
×1019 cm−5

)
1.62+0.23

−0.16 3.87+32.7
−3.51

χ2/d.o.f 1.26 (= 663.285/525) 1.41 (= 722.10/512)

Note. The best fit parameters of the spectra fitting of the XMM-Newton/RGS (0.45-2.0 keV) and MOS (0.45-8.0 keV). The
errors represent 90% confidence level on an interesting single parameter.
*: The 1st error represent statistical error, while the 2nd represent systematic error in 1σ confidence level (den Herder 2002).

effects of vignetting calibration. This variability study

therefore helps rules out a background transient source.

4. DISCUSSION

We found an interesting knot emitting thermal X-ray

emission in the Galactic SNR RX J1713.7-3946. We

revealed its detailed X-ray morphology and measured

the elemental abundances as well as its Doppler velocity,

based on high-resolution X-ray spectrum with the RGS.

Below we discuss the origin of K1 by using these results.

We will also discuss its implication for the initial mass

of the progenitor star that produced RX J1713.7-3946.

4.1. Origin of K1

We first searched for optical counterparts, by compar-

ing the X-ray image with an optical image obtained with

Hubble Space Telescope/Wide Field and Planetary Cam-

era 2. Figure 10 shows the HST image around K1 with

X-ray contours overlaid. We found 3 stars within or close

to K1, as indicated by blue circles in the figure, for which

we further investigate relationships with K1:1. WR 85,

2. V915 Scorpii, 3. Gaia EDR3 5972220096028907008.

As we described in the previous section (see Figure 3),

K1 extends larger than the PSF of the MOS, which is

statistically significant in 5σ. From this result, it is clear

that K1 is not a single star. Rather, its chemical compo-

sition (N enhancement) as well as the velocity (Doppler

velocity of ∼200 km s−1) suggests that it is circumstel-

lar material, i.e., debris of stellar winds. We will discuss

whether these 3 candidate objects create X-ray nebulae

like K1 of our interest.

4.1.1. WR 85

There are mainly two types of nebulae formed by Wolf-

Rayet stars: 1) the pinwheel nebulae, which is caused

by the collision of the stellar winds of Wolf-Rayet and

OB-type stars, and 2) the ring nebulae, which is broadly

assumed to be the wind-blown bubble. The diameter of

the pinwheel nebulae was found to be 2.76 mpc and

2.23 mpc in WR 98a (Monnier et al. 1999) and WR

104 (Tuthill et al. 1999), respectively. Given that the
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Figure 9. Light curve of K1 feature over a 25 year period
using a common extraction region and a common spectral
model for all observations. The dotted line represents the
best-fitted constant flux. Statistical error bars are reported
at the 1σ level and a systematic error of 5% is added for the
2001 and 2004 observations where the source was observed
near the edge of the camera. The blue error-bars represent
total error for the 2001 and 2004 observations.
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Figure 10. Optical image of the area around K1 observed
with HST. 552 Å, 433 Å, and 336 Å data are combined to
make this image. Contour indicates K1 observed with MOS.
The 1, 2, and 3 in the figure represent star names of WR
85, V915 Scorpii, and Gaia EDR3 5972220096028907008, re-
spectively.

distance to WR 85 is 2.1+0.3
−0.2 kpc from the Earth, based

on parallax measurements with the Gaia satellite, the

physical diameter of K1 is about 0.61 pc, which is in-

consistent with the results expected from the pinwheel

nebulae.

Next, we consider the shape and position of K1. If we

assume that K1 is the nebula of WR 85, then its shape

becomes highly asymmetric. As already described in

Section 2, the center of K1 is inconsistent with WR 85.

These results are unfavorable for the wind-blown bubble

around Wolf-Rayet nebulae. In addition, we compared

the size of K1 with those of Wolf-Rayet ring nebulae

observed in optical and X-ray. The objects considered

are shown in Table 4. From Table 4, the optical and X-

ray observations suggest that a Wolf-Rayet ring nebula

has a diameter of 1-70 pc. Therefore, the ring nebula

is more than 1.64 times larger than the diameter of K1

(at a distance of 2.1 kpc), arguing against the possibility

that K1 is a ring nebula around WR 85.

We also compared the X-ray (0.3-1.5keV) luminosi-

ties of K1 and Wolf-Rayet nebulae. Figure 11 shows

X-ray luminosity of Wolf-Rayet nebulae as a function

of distance from the Earth (Toalá & Guerrero 2013;

Toalá et al. 2015), together with that of K1 as a

cross. The X-ray luminosity of WR nebulae is in the

range of 1033-1034 erg s−1 (Chu et al. 2003; Toalá et al.

2012, 2015, 2016). If we assume that K1 is located at

2.1+0.3
−0.2 kpc, which is consistent with WR 85, the ob-

served X-ray luminosity becomes . 0.31 times larger

than the typical luminosity of WR nebulae, which is in

tension with the relation between K1 and the WR 85.

Given these considerations, we conclude that K1 is not

a nebula created by the mass loss of WR 85.
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Figure 11. Comparison of X-ray luminosity between K1
and Wolf-Rayet nebulae. The blue dots indicate X-ray lumi-
nosity (Toalá & Guerrero 2013; Toalá et al. 2015, 2017) of
Wolf-Rayet nebulae, and the orange cross line indicates the
X-ray luminosity from K1 at the WR 85 assumed distance
of 2.1+0.3

−0.2 kpc. WR 7 shows the luminosity at 0.3-2.0 keV,
WR 8 at 0.3-3.0 keV, and the rest at 0.3-1.5 keV.

4.1.2. V915 Scorpii
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Table 4. Comparison of the size of WR ring nebula by optical and X-ray observations.

Nebula Name of WR Star Mass of WR Star (M�) Diameter in Optical(pc) Radius in X-ray (pc)

S 308 WR 6 23a 17.5 8.8

NGC 2359 WR 7 13a 6.54 -

NGC 3199 WR 18 38a 15.4-19.2 > 7

MR 26 WR 22 68a 10.9-25.5 3.2

RCW 58 WR 4 28a 6.11-7.85 -

θ Mus WR 48 - 11.8-20.9 -

MR 46 WR 52 8.5+0.6
−0.5

c 23.3-34.9 -

RCW 78 WR 55 14a 52.4-73.3 -

RCW 104 WR 75 18a 3.49-7.85 -

G 2.4+1.4 WR 102 16.1+1.7
−1.4

c 27.9-31.4 -

M1-67 WR 124 22a 0.91 -

MR 95 WR 128 5-11b 32.0 -

L 69.8+1.74 WR 131 39a 3.67 -

MR 100 WR 134 18a 10.4 -

NGC 6888 WR 136 23a 4.19-6.28 3.2

Notes. Optical observations were taken from Chu et al. (1983) and the reference there in. X-ray observa-
tions were taken from Toalá & Guerrero (2013). The distance used to determine the diameter in visible light

observations is taken from (van der Hucht et al. 1981). a,b,c, represents data from van der Hucht (2001), and
Hamann et al. (2019), Sander et al. (2019) respectively.

V915 Scorpii is a Yellow Supergiant (YSG) (Luck &

Bond 1989) or a Yellow Hypergiant (YHG) (Stickland

1985) with a G5 Ia type spectrum. It is located 21.60′′

away from K1, and its distance is estimated to be 1.8±
0.2 kpc from the Earth with Gaia.

Smith (2014) estimated the stellar wind velocities due

to mass loss at each stage of stellar evolution to be 20–40

km s−1 and 30–100 km s−1 for YSG and YHG, respec-

tively. Assuming a stellar wind velocity of 100 km s−1

from the star, temperature of the circumstellar gas

heated by the stellar wind would be 1.07 × 10−6 keV

according to the Rankine-Hugoniot equation. This is

too cool to radiate significant X-rays. Therefore, we

conclude that slow stellar wind of V915 Scorpii is unfea-

sible origin of K1.

4.1.3. Gaia EDR3 5972220096028907008

This star is located 4.89′′ away from K1. Its distance

is estimated to be 2.4± 0.1 kpc from Gaia observations.

Observations in the G, GBP, and GRP bands by the Gaia

satellite show that the star has GBP − GRP = 1.15 mag

and the absolute magnitude in the G band is MG = 1.83

mag. By comparing this result with the HR diagram of

the star observed by the Gaia satellite (Gaia Collabo-

ration et al. 2018), it was suggested that this star is a

subgiant star with a surface temperature of about 5,000

K. Since it is difficult for subgiant stars to produce X-

ray emitting nebulae, we concluded that this star is not

the origin of K1, either.

4.1.4. Possibility of K1 originate from stellar object which
has no relation to SNR RX J1713.7-3946

In summary, there is no promising stellar candidate

that can create K1. In the following we also discuss

the possibility of K1 originate from cluster of galaxies,

pulsar wind nebulae, binary star nebulae, and SNR shell.

We can use the redshift to distinguish between clusters

of galaxies and galactic objects. The closest cluster of

galaxies to earth is Virgo cluster, located about 16.5

Mpc away from Earth (Mei et al. 2007). The redshift

of virgo cluster is 1132 km/s, which is higher than our

measurement by a factor of 5. Therefore, we concluded

that cluster of galaxies is not the origin of K1.

The wind from a pulsar will create a nebula around it-

self, called pulsar wind nebula (Kargaltsev et al. 2015).

The fast wind from the pulsar will collide with CSM, cre-

ating shock, which accelerate electrons and protons. For

this reason, the X-ray from pulsar wind nebulae will be

dominated by non-thermal emission, which is not suit-

able to our analysis result. Therefore, we concluded that

a pulsar wind nebula is not the origin of K1.

The binary star will create planetary nebulae around

itself (Jones & Boffin 2017; Boffin & Jones 2019). From

X-ray observations with Chandra, it is known that some
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of them emit point and/or diffuse X-rays (Hoogerwerf

et al. 2007; Kastner et al. 2012). However, no binary

stars are found inside K1. Just outside K1, there is a

very bright star, V915 Scorpii, which is also known to

be a single star. Therefore we conclude that binary star

nebulae are not the origin of K1.

Lastly, we discuss the possibility of K1 originate from

an SNR which does not have relation with RX J1713.7-

3946. By analysing SNRs in the LMC, Ou et al. (2018)

reported that X-ray (0.3-8.0 keV) luminosity will be in

the range of 1034 to 1038 erg/s. Our measured X-ray flux

of K1, combined with the luminosities of LMC SNRs,

places it to a distance of 1.1 × 10−2 - 1.1 Mpc. This

means that K1 is located outside our Galaxy, and con-

flicts with the fact that the hydrogen column density for

K1 is small enough to be within our Galaxy. From this

reason, we conclude that the SNR is not the origin of

K1.

4.1.5. Possible Origin of K1

With the discussion above, there is no promis-

ing stellar object which can create K1. On the

other hand, the hydrogen column densities around K1,

which is measured by past X-ray observations (Sano

et al. 2015) are comparable to that obtained at K1(
NH = (0.53 ± 0.02) × 1022 atoms cm−2

)
. This result

suggests that both K1 and the SNR are located at the

same distance and K1 should be associated with the

SNR. In addition, as it shows in Figure 4, the major axis

of ellipse points toward the center of the SN. This re-

sult suggest that K1 was heated by the shock of the SN,

which also support the association of the SNR. There-

fore, with the nitrogen enhanced chemical abundance,

we argue that K1 is most likely the shock-heated CSM

of the progenitor star that produced RX J1713.7-3946.

One big mystery in this study is the reason why

only one knot in the SNR emit thermal X-rays. To

answer this problem, we estimated when K1 was

ejected from the progenitor star. By dividing ion-

ization timescale by electron density, we acquired the

time scale since K1 was heated to be ∼ 880(nt/1.13 ×
1011 s cm−3)(ne/4.06 cm−3)−1 yr. The timescale suggest

that it was heated recently (about 880 years ago). How-

ever, this timescale is highly dependent on volume of

K1, which is uncertain. One of the possibilities is that

the volume of K1 is larger than our assumption, which

will lower the density and increase the timescale. In

this case, K1 was located in the vicinity of the pro-

genitor star, suggesting that it was ejected just before

the explosion. Observations of Type IIP SN suggest

that the mass-loss rate increases just before the ex-

plosion (Moriya et al. 2017), and which may create a

dense CSM. It has also been suggested that the CSM

ejected just before the explosion is asymmetrically dis-

tributed (e.g., Andrews et al. 2017). Episodic asymmet-

rical mass ejection just before the SN explosion may

explain why only one knot structure exist in the SNR.

Further observations are required to elucidate the de-

tails, though.

4.2. Ion Temperature derived from Line Widths

Assuming that the widths of emission lines (as in Ta-

ble 3) are broadened only by the thermal motion of

ions, we can infer the ion temperature. It is reasonable

to consider that the line width is determined mainly

by the O Lyα line, as it is the strongest and clean-

est line in the RGS spectrum. The width of O Lyα

line is 0.18 ± 0.06+0.26
−0.23 eV. The 1st and 2nd error rep-

resent statistic and systematic error, respectively. For

the systematic error, we adopted ±7 mÅ, which is ran-

dom systematic wavelength error of RGS in 1σ (den

Herder 2002). From this width, we derive kBTO to be

1.15+0.13+5.33
−0.11−0.94 keV. This temperature is broadly consis-

tent with the electron temperature of kBTe = 0.65±0.02

keV, suggesting temperature equilibrium between ions

and electrons.

Since we obtain that electron density(
nknot = np,e = 4.06 cm−3

)
is about 400 times

larger than that of interstellar medium near the

SNR
(
nISM = 0.01 cm−3

)
, it is reasonable to assume

that K1 is heated by slower shock which propagate

into CSM (i.e. transmitted shock) immediately af-

ter the SN, whose velocity is lower than the blast-

wave propagating into its surrounding medium. If

we use the density and velocity in K1 and ejecta as

nknot = 4.06 cm−3, nISM = 0.01 cm−3, vtransmitted, and

vblastwave ≈ 3000 km s−1(Tsuji & Uchiyama 2016; Acero

et al. 2017b; Tanaka et al. 2020), respectively, from

pressure equilibrium
(
nknotv

2
transmitted = nISMv

2
blastwave

)
we obtain vtransmitted ≈ 150 km s−1. If K1 was heated

by this shock, then the ion temperature for O will be

0.70 keV, which is not significantly different from the

observed electron temperature of K1. This tempera-

ture is also statistically compatible with O temperature

derived from line width.

4.3. Mass Estimation of the Progenitor Star of

RX J1713.7-3946

We use the chemical composition of the possible CSM

knot to infer the mass of the progenitor star. To this

end, we compared the N/O ratio obtained from our X-

ray spectral analysis with those of the outer layers in the

red supergiant star expected from stellar evolution sim-

ulations. Figure 12 shows the N/O ratios of the outer
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Figure 12. Progenitor star mass and N/O ratio in the
outer layers of red supergiants. The blue dots shows the
simulation results (Model L in Yoshida et al. 2019), and the
red hatched area shows the results obtained by this study.

layers of the red supergiants as a function of mass of

the progenitor star. The blue dots represent the sim-

ulation results (Model L in Yoshida et al. 2019), and

the red filled area shows the range of our observations.

From this plot, the initial mass of the progenitor star

is estimated to be 15 M� . M . 20 M�. This result

agrees with the estimate (. 20 M�) from the chemi-

cal abundance of then ejecta (Katsuda et al. 2015), and

the estimate based on a size of the cavity created by

the wind from the progenitor star (12-16 M�) (Cassam-

Chenäı et al. 2004).

5. CONCLUSION

We discovered a possible N-rich CSM knot inside the

synchrotron-dominated SNR RX J1713.7-3946. The X-

ray spectrum obtained with XMM-Newton/RGS showed

clear X-ray line emission, including N Lyα, O Lyα, Fe

XVIII, Ne X, Mg XI, and Si XIII for the first time from

this knot. The spectral analysis revealed that the abun-

dance of N is ∼3.5 times higher than the solar value and

those of other elements are near solar values, from which

we inferred that it is the CSM ejected when the progeni-

tor star evolved into a red supergiant phase. By compar-

ing the abundance ratio of N/O = 6.8+2.5
−2.1 (N/O)� with

those expected in H-rich layers of red supergiant stars,

we estimate the initial mass of the progenitor star to be

15 M� . M . 20 M�. This result agrees with other esti-

mates, i.e., the chemical abundance of the ejecta and the

size of the pre-explosion cavity. The fact that only one

thermal knot is observed in the SNR is still a mystery.

We propose that this particular knot might be related to

an episodic asymmetrical mass ejection just before the

SN explosion, but further observations are required to

elucidate this issue.
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